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STAFF REPORT NO. 031-13 
 
TO:  Mayor and City Council    DATE:   3/18/2013  
FROM: Eric Holmes, City Manager      
 
 
Subject:   Resolution of Intent to Establish a Local Improvement District  
 
Objective:  To consider a Resolution which would initiate the formation of a Local 
Improvement District to fund street improvements necessary to facilitate a Train Horn Quiet 
Zone at 3 public and 1 private crossing in east Vancouver. 
 
Present Situation:  On December 27, 2012 the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) 
approved a Notice of Intent and Alternative Safety Measure application submitted by the City of 
Vancouver to establish a Quiet Zone at three public and one private railroad crossings at the 
following locations: SE 139th Avenue, SE 144th Avenue/ Evergreen Highway (vicinity), SE 147th 
Avenue, and, SE 164th Avenue.  Upon completion of construction the City can notify the FRA 
and the BNSF Railway (BNSF) that a quiet zone has been established. 
 
The history of developing community support for resident funding of the proposed train horn 
quiet zones began in year 2004.   Beginning in 2004, staff began monitoring pending changes to 
Federal law which ultimately established the current statutes and rules which regulate train horns 
at public street railroad crossings.   In 2005, staff completed a first round of technical studies and 
made a recommendation to the City Manager in May 2005 regarding implementation of train 
horn quiet zones in Vancouver.  The primary recommendation was “should project proponents 
wish to pursue the THQZ, staff recommends that Project proponent establish a Local 
Improvement District (LID)” to fund required improvements.   Neighborhood outreach and a 
community forum were held regarding this recommendation and notice of the final staff report 
was circulated to interested residents and neighborhood associations.   
 
Since year 2008, staff have been working with the East Vancouver Train Horn Noise Advisory 
Committee (Committee) to establish a Quiet Zone and to engage east Vancouver residents in 
LID formation processes.   In the summer of 2009, the City and Committee circulated both a 
survey and petition to gauge support for establishment of an LID for resident self-funding of the 
required gate equipment.  A public information meeting was also hosted in conjunction with this 
effort.   At that time, the results of the survey/petition concluded that among the 469 properties 
participating: 298 (64%) of residents responded to the survey/petition and among those who 
responded 240 (81%) voted Yes in support of establishing an LID, 48 (16%) voted No, and 10 
(3%) voted Undecided.    After that public outreach process and presentation of results to City 
Council, the project experienced an unexpected delay. 
 
Between 2010 and early 2012, staff worked with the FRA and BNSF to resolve project issues.   
The City submitted a Waiver application to the FRA which requested regulatory relief under 49 
CFR 222.25(b)(1) on November 10, 2010.  The FRA granted approval of the Waiver application 
on April 12, 2011.  This relief and other evaluations led to the re-conception of the engineering 
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approach to the project.   Re-engineering commenced in late 2011 and the final plans for the 
project were developed in earnest through year 2012.    
 
 In partnership with the Committee, a second round of public engagement took place in early 
2013.   A second resident survey was distributed in January and a public information meeting 
was held on February 6.   The results of this recent resident survey are as follows.  A total of 467 
properties were surveyed and responses are (as of March 14):  279 (59%) responses received and 
of the responses received 225 (81%) voted Yes to form an LID, and 54 (19%) voted No. 
 
In response to the public process to date, the LID statute provides for two methods to formally 
“initiate” the establishment of an LID. The two methods are: formal petition; and, Resolution of 
Intent.  Staff is recommending, based on demonstrated support by affected residents, that the 
Council initiate the LID through adoption of the attached Resolution of Intent. 
 
Advantage(s):  
1. Adoption of the Resolution of Intent will authorize staff to proceed with development of an 

LID and schedule required public hearings, which if completed will establish an LID to fund 
construction of specific street improvements.  When construction is complete, prior FRA 
approvals grant the City the authority to declare a Quiet Zone as defined under 49 CFR 222 
at specific public and private railroads crossings in east Vancouver. 

2. Adoption of the proposed Resolution does not create the LID, rather the Resolution satisfies 
the following:  declaring the intention of the Council to order the formation of an LID to 
construct and install improvements within the described boundary, setting forth the LID 
boundary, and fixing a date/time/place for a public hearing on the LID Formation. 

3. An LID will facilitate long-term financing for specific street improvements which will allow 
the City to avoid direct construction costs. 

 
Disadvantage(s): None 
 
Budget Impact: Establishment of an LID may require interim financing of certain costs 
associated with construction of the proposed street improvements.  Upon completion of all 
construction activities, it is the intent of staff to recommend conversion of the interim financing 
to long-term debt through the issuance of bonds (or other) which are repaid over time through the 
collection of annual assessments authorized by the LID. 
 
The construction and other costs associated with this LID will be brought forward in the 2013 
spring supplemental budget for authorization by Council.  Staff currently estimates these costs to 
equal approximately $818,000.  These costs will be paid through the Transportation Capital Fund 
330. 
 
Prior Council Review: 
- August 18, 2008 (Workshop) 
- October 13, 2008 (Workshop) 
- October 26, 2009 (Workshop) 
- December 19, 2011 (Workshop) 
- March 4, 2013 (Workshop) 
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Action Requested:  On Monday, March 18, 2013, subject to public hearing, adopt Resolution 
of Intent to initiate the formation of a Local Improvement District.  
 
 
Attachment(s): Resolution with exhibits        
             
             
             
     



CITY OF VANCOUVER, WASHINGTON 
 

RESOLUTION NO.  ____ 
 
 

A RESOLUTION of the City Council of Vancouver, Washington, 
declaring the intention of the Council to order the formation of a 
local improvement district for the construction and installation of 
improvements at four railroad crossings to establish a Quiet Zone 
within the boundaries of said proposed local improvement district; 
setting forth the nature and territorial extent of such proposed 
improvements; describing the boundaries thereof; and fixing a date, 
time and place for a public hearing on the formation of the proposed 
local improvement district. 

 
 
 WHEREAS, in 2009 the City of Vancouver (the “City”) conducted a survey of 

east Vancouver residents in which 83% of respondents favored establishing a Local 

Improvement District (the “LID”) to provide for certain additions and betterments 

prerequisite to establishing a Quiet Zone as permitted by 49 CFR 222 at four railroad 

crossings within the City (as further described herein, the “Project”); and 

 WHEREAS, the City Council, at their regular meetings of August 18, 2008, 

October 13, 2008, October 26, 2009, December 19, 2011, and March 4, 2013 has 

examined the question of establishing a LID and the additions and betterments of the 

Project and the Council has directed that actions be taken necessary to the formation of 

a LID to complete the Project; and 

 WHEREAS, on April 12, 2011, the Federal Railroad Administration (the “FRA”) 

granted a waiver to the City for regulatory relief under 49 CFR 222.25(b)(1) for the 

Project; and 

 WHEREAS, in 2011 and 2012, the City engaged in planning and engineering for 

the Project; and 
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 WHEREAS, on December 27, 2012 the FRA approved a Notice of Intent 

application submitted by the City to establish a Quiet Zone upon completion of the 

Project; and 

 WHEREAS, in January and February of 2013, the City conducted a second 

survey and a public information hearing for east Vancouver residents in which 81% of 

those responding favored establishing a LID to provide for the Project; and 

 WHEREAS, the City Council has determined that it is necessary to provide for 

additions and betterments of the Project in east Vancouver; and 

 WHEREAS, the City Council desires to proceed with carrying out the 

improvements described herein and to establish a local improvement district to finance 

such improvements: 

 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY 

OF VANCOUVER, WASHINGTON, as follows: 

 Section 1.  It is the intention of the Council to order the improvement of the 

following territory within the City:  approximately 467 parcels lying within residential 

neighborhoods in east Vancouver north of the Columbia River; east of SE Silver Springs 

Drive; south of SR-14 (also known as the Lewis and Clark Highway); and, west of 

approximately SE 169th Court; as more particularly described in Exhibit A and Exhibit B 

attached hereto and by this reference made a part hereof.  The City has determined that 

territory corresponds to the properties relating to the proposed improvements to railroad 

crossings 090090W, 090091D, 090092K, and 090093S of the City of Vancouver, 

Washington.  Within that territory, the City intends to order the acquisition, design, 

construction and installation of the following improvements: 
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 SE 139th Avenue public crossing (090090W): installation of median 

channelization devices; installation of new and replacement of existing street 

lights, installation of radar speed sign and other traffic control signs and 

markings, and incidental maintenance work;  

 Private crossing (090091D) in the vicinity of SE 144th Avenue / Evergreen 

Highway intersection: removal of sight obstructions and installation of 

enhanced stop signs and related traffic signs and markings; 

 SE 147th Avenue public crossing (090092K): installation of median 

channelization devices; installation of new street lights, installation of radar 

speed sign and other traffic control signs and markings, and incidental 

maintenance work; and 

 SE 164th Avenue public crossing (090093S): roadway shoulder widening and 

stormwater collection, replace adjacent driveway transitions, installation of 

retaining walls, installation of median channelization devices, incidental 

maintenance and mailbox relocation.;  

all as more particularly described in Exhibit C, attached hereto and by this reference 

made a part hereof (the “Project”). 

 Section 2.  The City shall acquire by gift, franchise, lease or condemnation all 

property, both real and personal, or any interest therein and all rights-of-way, 

franchises, permits and easements which may be found necessary to acquire, 

construct, install and equip the above-described improvements. 

 Section 3.  All of the foregoing improvements and betterments shall be in 

accordance with the plans and specifications therefore prepared by the City, together 
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with such consultants as may be retained.  It is hereby further provided that the 

authorized plan of improvements shall be subject to modification by the City as long as 

that modification does not affect the general purpose of the improvements, as shall be 

authorized by the Council either prior to or during the actual course of construction. 

 Section 4.   The formation of the LID is exempt from SEPA requirements 

pursuant to WAC 197-11-800(16).  The Project is exempt from SEPA requirements 

pursuant to WAC 197-11-800(2). 

 Section 5.  The total estimated cost and expense of the Project is declared to be 

$818,340 and, notwithstanding such estimate, the entire actual cost and expense of the 

improvements described in Section 1, including costs of financing, and costs of interim 

notes and bonds shall be assessed against the properties specifically benefited by such 

improvements (as described in Exhibit C).  Actual assessments may vary from 

estimated assessments as long as they do not exceed a figure equal to the increased 

true and fair value the improvements add to the property.  The assessments shall be for 

the sole purpose of payment into such local improvement district bond fund as may be 

specified by the City Council for the payment of local improvement district bonds to be 

issued in part to defray the costs of such improvements. 

 Section 6.  The City finds that the Project as a whole provides benefits to all of 

the property within the LID.  The City shall levy and collect the special assessments 

described in Section 5 on the basis of the special benefit of the improvements as a 

whole to the properties within the entire LID and/or on the basis of the benefit of each 

unit of the improvements to the properties specially benefited, as determined by the 

following calculation methodology: 
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 The City finds it is in the best interests of the City not to use the zone and 

termini assessment basis as described in RCW 35.44.030. 

 As permitted by RCW 35.44.047, the assessment for the LID is based on 

special benefits that will be accrued to three tiers that are contoured based on 

distance and tied to decibel level noise reductions.   

 The assessment methodology is: PROJECT COST / SUM (Tier 1 + (Tier 2 * 

0.7) + (Tier 3 * 0.3)).    The corresponding assessment tiers are more fully 

described in Exhibit D.   

Section 7. The City Clerk is hereby directed to give notice of said hearing by 

publication of this resolution, in substantially the form contained in Exhibit E in at least 

two consecutive issues of a newspaper of general circulation within the proposed 

improvement district, with the date of the first publication to be at least 15 days prior to 

the date of said hearing, and to mail a notice of such hearing setting forth the nature of 

the proposed improvements, the total estimated cost, the estimated benefits of 

improvements to the particular lot, tract or parcel of land, the time and date of said 

hearing, at least 15 days before the date thereof, to each owner or reputed owner of any 

lot, tract, parcel of land, or other property specially benefited by said improvements, at 

the address shown on the tax rolls of the Clark County Assessor. 

Section 8. All persons who may desire to object to, support, or otherwise be 

heard regarding the Project improvements and the formation of a local improvement 

district are hereby notified to appear and present such objections at the meeting of the 

Vancouver Hearings Examiner to be held in the Council Chambers of the City Hall at 

415 West 6th Street, 2nd floor, Vancouver, Washington, at 6:00 p.m. on April 17, 2013, 
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which time and place are hereby fixed for hearing all matters relating to said proposed 

improvements and all objections thereto and for determining the method of payment of 

said improvements.   

Section 9. The Public Works Department of the City is directed to submit or 

cause to be submitted to the City Council on or prior to March 18, 2013, all data and 

information required by law to be submitted. 

 

 The foregoing Resolution was ADOPTED by the City Council of the City of 

Vancouver, Washington, at a regular open meeting thereof this 18th day of March, 

2013. 

 

       __________________________ 
       Timothy D. Leavitt, Mayor 
ATTEST: 
 
 
_____________________________ 
City Clerk 
 
Approved as to form: 
 
 
_____________________________ 
Ted H. Gathe, City Attorney 
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EXHIBIT A 
 

Map of  
Proposed Boundaries of LID 
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EXHIBIT B 
 

Legal Tax parcels as of March 2013 



92008120 114784368 114784096 114784044 126696005 91450000 114784252 126694002

114784202 114784088 122365028 114784212 92081000 122606000 92008204 126694026

92008012 92008052 92008194 126694024 114784154 92008212 114784132 92008068

122144000 114784058 114784102 122132000 126700000 92009852 114784348 122162000

114784328 122607000 122158000 114784152 126744000 114784354 114784074 92009794

92008192 114784052 122160000 114784016 114784234 92009816 126746000 114784374

126747000 122370000 114784098 114784124 114784344 92008970 114784388 114784696

92008196 114784082 126696000 92008014 114784068 114784010 122126000 114784028

126694008 122365008 126696010 122157000 92008112 114784256 122119000 126694030

114784340 114784038 114784090 92008646 92009800 122115000 92008020 92008080

122157005 114784060 114784174 114784304 122365014 92008966 92009786 114784032

114784020 122123010 92008013 92009808 92008098 114784186 122125000 114784140

114784286 122575004 122358000 92009904 114784108 91458000 114784188 114784054

114784254 122575026 114784148 122156004 126737000 114784318 122358015 92009900

114784182 122575028 92008636 122375000 114784198 122643000 126737008 122139000

126709000 122575032 114784280 92009906 122148000 114784306 114784116 126737001

114784190 122575034 126694032 114784372 122148005 92009810 92008078 126694028

122585000 122575006 92008038 114784206 122148010 122590000 114784222 92008644

92009798 122575008 122585010 114784258 122148020 122610000 122365020 92008106

114784244 114784030 114784216 122575012 114784284 92008082 122136000 114784112

114784160 92010892 92008968 122575022 114784390 126724000 114784238 114784142

122358005 114784166 92008102 122575042 114784040 122124000 92008110 122140000

92009902 122585005 92009898 122575010 92008190 122626000 114784006 122123012

114784264 114784136 114784146 122575016 114784066 92009812 92008058 92008122

122151000 92008116 122117000 122575018 122123004 92008964 122123002 92008054

92008066 126695000 122108000 122575024 92008210 122113000 92008640 92008215

92009814 126714000 114784316 122575020 122141000 122617000 114784246 114784330

114784302 92009908 92008016 122575002 114784084 122363000 114784218 92009792

114784208 114784370 114784072 122365002 122585015 122382000 92008070 92008056

126692000 114784012 92008076 114784178 122581000 92009854 114784362 114784144

92008072 126690000 114784158 114784296 92008978 114784270 114784308 114784201

122175000 122122000 114784042 92009802 114784118 92008974 122575014 92008062

122137000 126694006 92010894 92009804 114784172 114784380 91460000 122365026

126691000 122155000 122575030 92009806 122365004 92008634 122365022 92008022

114784114 114784014 114784360 92008972 92009856 114784288 114784266 92008024

122643005 122365010 92008018 122627006 92009912 92008008 122123008 92009818

114784138 92008976 92010896 122627008 92010898 92009796 122121000 114784274

114784384 122135000 92009788 92008642 114784364 92008208 114784204 122384000

92008064 114784034 122406000 122643015 114784272 122156002 122168000 91470000

92008104 114784704 122365006 92010890 92009826 122152000 122161000 114784168

92008118 122643010 114784326 114784156 122133000 114784100 114784334 114784386

126706000 92008638 92010000 122358010 122592000 122632000 92009910 114784086

122379000 122109000 114784024 114784702 122579000 122633000 114784290 114784232

122365012 126694004 91456000 92008010 114784324 114784382 114784106 92008074

114784356 92008206 114784048 92008124 92008036 114784278 126737006 114784294

92008060 114784078 122165000 92009822 114784310 126665000 126737002 114784228
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122166000 114784176 91502000

114784070 92008019 91454000

114784312 92008202 92008002

122143000 114784262 91540000

114784080 122383000 114784300

114784352 114784346 122608000

114784366 91510000 114784076

114784220 92008960 114784094

114784322 114784004

122164000 114784192

114784276 91555000

114784026 122365024

114784170 122365016

114784022 122118000

114784698 122365018

122123006 114784338

126737007 92008004

91530000 92008006

114784314 92008214

92008198 122169000

92010888 92008114

114784242 92008108

126734000 114784056

92008026 122174000

114784092 122128000

114784320 114784332

92070000 114784194

92015000 114784226

92071000 114784128

114784046 114784350

114784062 92009824

92009820 122156006

114784162 126738000

114784700 114784180

92009850 114784376

92008962 122652000

92009790 122627004

92008200 122627002

114784692 122589000

122148015 114784248

92008100 114784200

114784130 126693000

114784064 122163000

114784268 114784122

122153000 114784378

114784018 91490000
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EXHIBIT C 
 

Proposed Improvements
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EXHIBIT D 
 

Map of Assessment Tiers 
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EXHIBIT E 
 
 

NOTICE OF ADOPTION OF RESOLUTION OF INTENTION 
TO CREATE AND NOTICE OF HEARING ON CREATION OF 
LOCAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT 

 
 YOU ARE NOTIFIED that on March 18, 2013, the City Council of Vancouver, 
Washington (the “District”), adopted Resolution No. ____ declaring its intention to create a local 
improvement district (“LID”) and to order the construction of certain improvements within said 
LID.  The boundaries of the proposed LID are as set forth in that resolution. 
 
 The proposed improvements consist of the following and are generally described as: 
 

- SE 139th Avenue public crossing (090090W): installation of median channelization 
devices; installation of new and replacement of existing street lights, installation of radar 
speed sign and other traffic control signs and markings, and incidental maintenance work;  

- Private crossing (090091D) in the vicinity of SE 144th Avenue / Evergreen Highway 
intersection:   removal of sight obstructions and installation of enhanced stop signs and 
related traffic signs and markings; 

- SE 147th Avenue public crossing (090092K): installation of median channelization 
devices; installation of new street lights, installation of radar speed sign and other traffic 
control signs and markings, and incidental maintenance work; and, 

- SE 164th Avenue public crossing (090093S): roadway shoulder widening and stormwater 
collection, replace adjacent driveway transitions, installation of retaining walls, 
installation of median channelization devices, incidental maintenance and mailbox 
relocation.  

 
 The estimated cost of these improvements, and other expenses in connection with the 
improvements, is $818,340, of which 100% shall be paid by special assessments levied against 
the property within the proposed LID specifically benefited by the proposed improvements.  
Actual assessments may vary from assessment estimates so long as they do not exceed a figure 
equal to the increased true and fair value the improvement adds to the property. 
 
 You are notified that a meeting of the Vancouver Hearings Examiner will be held at City 
Hall, City Council Chambers, 210 East 13th Street, 1st Floor, Vancouver, Washington, at 6:00 
p.m., on April 17, 2013, which time and place are fixed for hearing all matters relating to such 
formation and improvements and for determining the method of payment thereof.  Persons 
desiring to object to the improvements and the formation of the proposed LID may appear at the 
hearing to state their views. 
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 The estimated amount of the cost and expense of such improvements to be borne by and 
assessed against the described lot, tract or parcel of land located in Vancouver, Washington, of 
which you are the owner or reputed owner as shown on the tax rolls of the Clark County 
Assessor, is as stated below. 

 
 
       
City Clerk 

 
 
Name of Owner: 
 
 
Legal Description of Property: 
 
 
Estimated Amount of Assessment 
  Against the Foregoing Property: 
 
 
 
 
 
[Publish notice in the City’s official newspaper, in two consecutive issues, first publication 
to be at least 15 days prior to the hearing.  Mail to each property owner within the 
assessment district at least 15 days prior to the hearing; mail to the address for each 
property owner as shown on the property tax rolls of the Clark County Assessor.] 
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